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1 Introduction

Bidirectional Optimality Theory allows us to see a wide range of problems which

would previously have been considered unrelated from a new perspective, the

perspective of asymmetric relationships between input and output. For interpre-

tation, the input is a form and the output a meaning, and for production the

input is a meaning and the output is a form. A mismatch is any case where there

is no isomorphism between the space of meanings and the space of forms, say

because one form has no meaning, or multiple meanings, or because a meaning

is inexpressible, or may be expressed in multiple ways.

Is there such a thing as a perfect language, one that would lack any mismatch

of this sort? Certainly there are subsystems of natural and formal languages

that, if taken in isolation, would be perfectly symmetric. For example, the Arabic

notation for integers (assuming that initial zeroes are ill-formed) stands in a one

to one relationship with the abstract semantic space of integers. But even formal

languages are commonly not perfect in this very strong sense. For example, in first

order logic there may be multiple constants referring to the same individual, and

more generally there are an infinite number of ways of expressing any proposition
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that can be expressed at all. There may also be objects in the model for which

there is no corresponding constant, or facts that are true in a given model or

frame and yet inexpressible in first order logic. As far as form-meaning symmetry

goes, the only way that first order logic scores qualitatively over natural language

is that the former is (when properly notated, and interpreted with respect to a

specific model) unambiguous: for any form there is exactly one meaning.

Along with ambiguity, we will be considering optionality, ineffability, unin-

terpretability, blocking and freezing. All of these involve a mismatch between

form and meaning, and we will study how various versions of ot handle these

mismatches.

Initially, we will be considering simpler, relatively standard ot architectures.

The first two of these are unidirectional. What we will term naive ot production

is the approach seen in most ot syntax papers, and is close to the model that

is used in ot phonology. To recap what we assume is already familiar to most

readers of this article, naive ot production starts with some representation of

meaning as input, and a set of candidate outputs provided by a function referred

to as gen. A set of linearly ranked constraints is then used to select between

candidate surface forms. The second unidirectional approach, not surprisingly,

works the other way: we will term it naive ot comprehension, although Hendriks

& de Hoop (2001) term it ot semantics. The input is a surface form, gen offers

a set of candidate meanings, and the linearly ranked constraint set is used to find

the best meaning for the given form.

In this paper we are not concerned with processing issues, computational

complexity or the psychological plausibility of the ot tableau method. Rather,
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we take an abstract view of the languages that various ot models generate. As a

result, and despite the danger of terminological confusion, naive ot production

can be considered a theory of both comprehension and production. The same

goes for naive ot comprehension. The reason is that both unidirectional accounts

ultimately capture a relation between meaning and form, or, equivalently, a set of

meaning-form pairs. Thus, naive ot production characterizes a language as the

set of pairs of meanings and forms such that for the given meaning, the form is

optimal. Likewise, naive ot comprehension characterizes a language as the set of

pairs of meanings and forms such that for the given form, the meaning is optimal.

Some ot architectures provide grammars that cannot be reduced to a set of

meaning-form pairs. One of these, which we will term naive back-and-forth ot,

consists of an obvious combination of naive ot production and comprehension:

the first is used for production only, and the second for comprehension only, an

architecture discussed by Hendriks & de Hoop (2001). Note that even if the

constraints used in each direction are the same, this model may not assign a

consistent relation between meanings and forms. In particular for some choices

of constraints, if you take a meaning, apply naive ot production to get a form,

and then apply naive ot comprehension, you may not get back to the original

meaning.

In addition to these three naive models, we will also consider four more so-

phisticated variants, sophisticated in the sense that they have been specifically

designed to target some of the mismatch phenomena we will be discussing. The

four other models to be studied are the strong bidirectional ot and weak bidirec-

tional ot of Blutner (2001), and the asymmetric ot models of Wilson (2001) and
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Zeevat (2001). We will introduce these models individually later in the paper.

2 Patterns of Mismatch

In this section we will consider various phenomena involving mismatches between

form and meaning, and discuss the significance of these phenomena for naive ot

architectures.

Perfect language

Before considering the ‘imperfections’ of natural languages, let us briefly gaze

upon perfection. A perfect language would be one in which there was a one-to-

one correspondence between forms and meanings:

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

f3 • • m3

As noted, even formal languages usually fail to achieve this level of perfection.

Ambiguity

This is the case of multiple meanings corresponding to a single form.1 An example

is the multiple interpretations of the abbreviated form “ot”:2
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F M

• Optimality Theory

“ot” • • Overtime

• Occupational Therapy

As regards unidirectional ot models, ambiguity constitutes a prima facie

problem for naive ot comprehension, but not for naive ot production.

In principle, a given constraint set may produce multiple outputs for a given

input. Thus there is potential for modeling ambiguity in ot comprehension.

However, in practice the multiple outputs of a linearly ranked constraint set do

not provide a good tool for modeling natural language ambiguity. The problem

can be seen as follows: although the constraints are merely preferences, there is

no way to distinguish in the output set between winners that result from strong

preferences (i.e. highly ranked constraints) and winners that result from weak

preferences (low ranked constraints). As a result, interpretations which one might

expect to be available, if mildly dis-preferred, end up being ruled out altogether.

Standard examples are found in phonology. For instance, consider the neu-

tralization between “d” and “t” in standard Dutch and English. In Dutch,

“rat” (“rat”) and “rad” (“wheel”) may be pronounced identically, as discussed

by Boersma (1998) and Hale & Reiss (1998) and also by Zeevat (2001), and the

same goes for “wader” and “waiter” in many US varieties of English. Suppose

we have the spoken Dutch input / ����� /. By assumption, there is a faithfulness

constraint preferring interpretation via the underlying phonological form [ ����� ] to

interpretation via underlying [ ����� ]. If we assume linear ranking of constraints,

then this faithfulness constraint is either dominated by a constraint preferring the
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reverse interpretation, or it is not dominated by such a constraint. Either way,

/ ����� / comes out unambiguous. Similarly, for US English phonetic-phonological

faithfulness would lead us to expect unambiguous interpretation of / ��������� / as

something which wades. But in fact both this and the alternative interpretation,

as someone who waits on tables, are available. For other examples of why am-

biguity is problematic for unidirectional ot, the reader is referred to Anttila &

Fong (2001) and Asudeh (2001).

For naive production, ambiguity presents no obvious problem. While uni-

directional ot tends to mitigate against multiple outputs for a given input, it

actually favors multiple inputs producing the same output. The / ����� / example

could be derived if some constraint favoring devoicing in the given phonological

environment outranked the constraint enforcing voicing faithfulness. In that case,

both / ����� / and / ����� / would be realized as [ ����� ].

What does naive back-and-forth ot predict? As regards production, the am-

biguity is correctly predicted, but comprehension examples like those above are

problematic: no ambiguity is predicted.

Optionality

Here we have multiple forms corresponding to a single meaning. Note that some

use optionality3 to describe cases where a word or expression may be added to a

given form without apparent meaning change, as for example in the often claimed

optionality of the complementizer “that” in English propositional complements.4
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F M

“believe that ...” •

• believe’

“believe ...” •

Synonymy, as opposed to optionality, is often used to describe semantic iden-

tity of two otherwise unrelated expressions, as in a case of lexical synonymy. For

example it might be claimed that “creek” and “brook” are synonyms. For our

purposes optionality and synonymy are not differentiated.

There is a further issue of whether true synonymy or optionality ever occurs

in natural language: Bollinger and others have argued that any difference in form

must correspond to a difference in meaning, where meaning is understood broadly

to include register effects, subtle sociological connotations or other pragmatic

significance.

A classic case of optionality is that of so-called free word order languages, even

though variation of word order typically has information structural significance.

Consider subject-object NP ordering for Korean transitives. For canonical Korean

transitives, case marking distinguishes the subject from the object: both OSV and

SOV orders are possible, but word order does not determine argument role. Here

we may say there is optionality in word order, but it must be borne in mind that

in Korean the choice between OSV and SOV is related to the relative information

status of the subject and object, so we can talk of optionality only relative to a

concept of meaning that excludes information status.

Optionality being, from our abstract perspective, the reverse of ambiguity,

it is easy to see how the naive ot models fare. Optionality is unproblematic
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for naive comprehension ot but is problematic for naive production and naive

back-and-forth ot.

Ineffability

In standard ot there is always at least one winner. So whatever meaning is used

as the input, standard ot grammars predict an output. By far the majority of ot

grammars only describe single clauses, or relatively simple clause combinations.

Thus for any meaning given as input, a relatively simple sentence is produced as

the output form. In many cases this has proven problematic.

Consider the case of Italian wh-questions. In Italian, multiple wh-questions are

infelicitous for most speakers, yet an ot grammar of Italian would presumably

produce an output when given an input corresponding to the meaning of an

English multiple wh-question. So while in English the input meaning that we

gloss as in (1d) might be realized as in (1a), in Italian the analogous form (1b)

is infelicitous. A ot grammar of Italian may then, as Zeevat (2001) speculates,

produce a form like that in (1c) for this input. This is a felicitous sentence, but

not appropriate for the given input, since it would be interpreted as in (1e).

(1) a. Who ate what?

b. *Che ha mangiato che cosa?

Who has eaten which thing

‘Who ate what?’
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c. Che ha mangiato qualcosa?

Who has eaten something

‘Who ate something?’

‘*Who ate what?’

d. ?xyate(x, y)

e. ?x∃yate(x, y)

In diagrammatic form, the mismatch appears as an unconnected node in the

space of meanings:

F M

“Che ha mangiato qualcosa?”

• • ?x∃yate(x, y)

• ?xyate(x, y)

Ineffability presents a problem for naive production ot and naive back-and-

forth ot. By assumption, the nature of the input (meaning) should not vary cross-

linguistically, so the range of licit inputs is the same for English as for Italian.

And in unidirectional ot any input produces some output, so there should be no

such thing as ineffability. This is not a problem that could be wriggled out of

using clever choices of constraints or a special approach to ranking. No, if naive

production ot is to be taken seriously as a model, then the very existence of

ineffability would have to be denied. We would have to claim that every input

has an output, and perhaps broaden gen to include multiple sentence outputs

combined with appropriate gesture amongst the candidates. This would model an

Italian expressing the meaning of a multiple wh-question via a complex discourse
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and, to use a common stereotype, plenty of hand-waving. We will not pursue this

line of thought further here, but assume, in agreement with e.g. Fanslow & Féry

(to appear) and Zeevat (2001), that ineffability does occur, and that our model

of grammar must account for it.

For naive comprehension ot, ineffability is no problem at all. While every

form corresponds to some meaning in this model, there is no reason at all why

all meanings should correspond to some form.

Uninterpretability

The inverse of ineffability is uninterpretability, a form with no corresponding

meaning.5 Thus Chomsky maintains that “colorless green ideas sleep furiously”

is grammatically well formed, but lacks any semantic interpretation. Lear’s “run-

cible” lacked conventional meaning when he applied it to “spoon”, and still lacks

conventional interpretation in its application to “cat”, unless it is a cat that is

curved like a spoon and has three prongs, one with a sharp edge. Lear’s “dolom-

phious”, an adjective of ducks, still lacks conventionalized meaning. We have the

following type of picture:6

F M

“dolomphious” •

“last” • • last’

By obvious analogy with the case of ineffability, the existence of uninter-

pretable strings is problematic for naive comprehension ot and for naive back-

and-forth ot, since they will provide an interpretation for any string given as an
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input. Uninterpretability is unproblematic for naive production ot.

Blocking

Blocking is a process which prevents or removes asymmetries. The most common

example cited is that where a given meaning could potentially be realized either by

an idiosyncratic irregular form, or by a regular productive morphological process

applied to a root. The existence of an irregular form may then be said to block

the regular form :

(2) a. wrote, *writed

b. sheep [+pl], *sheeps

F M

“writed” • | • wrote’

“wrote” •

The existence of a lexical form produced by semi-productive morphology may

also block a phrasal form. Poser (1992) and Bresnan (2001) consider English

comparative and superlative adjectival inflections: the existence of “cheaper” can

be said to block “more cheap” in (3), whereas the absence of “expensiver” means

that “more expensive” is available. Note that from a purely logical point of view,

we could analyze “more expensive” as blocking “expensiver”, but it is standard

to analyze simpler forms (e.g. a single lexeme) as blocking more complex ones

rather than the other way around.

(3) a. cheaper/cheapest, ?more/?most cheap
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b. *expensiver/*expensivest, more/most expensive

From our birds-eye perspective, we would equally term as blocking a case

where the existence of a special meaning prevents an otherwise logically possible

interpretation. Idiomatic meaning may be of this sort: “Mary kicked the bucket”

could mean just that, but is invariably interpreted less fortunately. We can also

understand cases involving alternative binding possibilities for pro-forms in terms

of blocking of meaning (Levinson, 2000; Huang, 2000, c.f. ). For example, in the

Marathi case in (4) a preference for more local anaphora resolution prevents

resolution outside of the clause:

(4) Tomi mhanat hota [ki Suej ni swataahlaa∗i/j maarle]. [Marathi]

Tom said that Sue erg anaphor-acc hit

‘Tom said that Sue hit herself/*him.’ (Dalrymple 1993: 19–20)

Note that none of the naive ot models provide any account of blocking, or of

the variant partial blocking to which we now turn.

Partial blocking

Blocking can leave a form unemployed, but the unemployed form may soon find

a new job, generally expressing something closely related to but subtly different

from the canonical interpretation that one might have expected. This is par-

tial blocking: an asymmetry is eliminated, but removal of a link creates a new

form-meaning pair. An example from Kiparsky (1983) is the interpretation of

“cutter”, a nominalization involving application of a regular and productive rule

(“-er” addition). The observation is that when someone refers to “a cutter” they

could not ordinarily be referring to an object for which a standard idiosyncratic
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expression exists, like “scissors” or “a bread knife”. So “a cutter” is interpreted

as a non-canonical instrument used for cutting.

F M

“knife” • • knife’

\

“cutter” • • non-canonical cutting implement

Similarly, it has often been argued that the existence of a lexical item “kill”

blocks “cause to die” from having its canonical meaning, i.e. the meaning that

would be derived compositionally. “Cause to die” comes to denote a non-canonical

killing, for instance one where the chain of causation is unusually long or unforsee-

able (McCawley, 1978, c.f. ).

There are also cases where a form-meaning pair is blocked because the form has

a different interpretation, and so the meaning comes to be expressed in another

way. For example, “computer”, “calculator” and “reckoner” are all understood to

refer to non-humans, but originally referred to humans who computed, calculated

or reckoned. When we wish to refer to a human who performs these tasks, or one

who performs them particularly well, we now use terms like “human calculator”,

which once would have been tautological.

Freezing

Freezing is a phenomenon which can be seen in terms of a combination of ambi-

guity and optionality: it may constrain optionality to prevent ambiguity. Above,

we mentioned word order freedom for the arguments of canonical Korean transi-

tives. The caveat canonical is crucial, since the optionality vanishes for certain
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classes of verbs, notably a group of psychological predicates. For these predicates

the subject and the object have identical case marking, in fact nominative case.

This identity of case marking has the potential to create ambiguity, since one

cannot tell from the morphological form alone which is the subject and which is

the object. For verbs in this class, but for no others, word order is the primary

means used to represent argument structure, with SOV order fixed in most con-

texts. In this case, if we may speak teleologically, it appears that word order has

been frozen in order to prevent ambiguity of argument structure. Graphically,

we may represent the situation, in which multiple input-output mismatches are

simultaneously blocked, as follows:

F M

X-nom Y-nom pred • • pred’(X’,Y’)

×

Y-nom X-nom pred • • pred’(Y’,X’)

As was the case for blocking, freezing phenomena are not modeled by any

of the naive ot strategies. However, we will now turn to a more detailed con-

sideration of a class of bidirectional ot models which were originally introduced

precisely because they suggested a line of attack for such phenomena.

3 Strong Bidirectional Optimization

Besides the phenomena of form-meaning mismatches we discuss here, arguments

for bidirectional optimization have come from various sources. These include

the production/comprehension asymmetry in child grammar (Smolensky 1996),

decidability in computational processing (Kuhn 2001) and learning algorithms
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(Jäger, this volume). Given that production-based and interpretation-based op-

timization are both well motivated, a question immediately arises as to how the

two directions of optimization can be combined into a coherent theory of language

structure and interpretation.7 One option is to combine them conjunctively, pro-

ducing a model which Blutner (2001) calls the strong bidirectional ot model (this

will be compared with a weak version in section 4). The idea is that in order to

be grammatical, a form-meaning pair 〈f, m〉 has to be optimal in both directions

of optimization. That is, a form-meaning pair is strong ot optimal iff the form

produces the meaning in Interpretation ot and the meaning produces the form in

Production ot. So we arrive at the following definition of bidirectional optimal-

ity (The connective “�” is read as “more harmonic than” or “more economical

than”):

(5) 〈f, m〉 is strong ot optimal iff

a. 〈f, m〉 ∈ gen,

b. there is no 〈f′, m〉 ∈ gen such that 〈f′, m〉 � 〈f, m〉, and

c. there is no 〈f, m′〉 ∈ gen such that 〈f, m′〉 � 〈f, m〉.

For a more detailed discussion of the formal properties of this notion of optimality,

the reader is referred to Blutner (2001) and Jäger (2002).

Strong ot removes form-meaning pairs that are only optimal under one direc-

tion. In this way, it produces strictly fewer form-meaning pairs than either naive

production or interpretation ot would with the same constraint ranking, and con-

sequently it can model both ineffability and uninterpretability. Ineffability results

if the optimal realization for m is the surface string f, but in comprehension-based
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optimization for f we get a different meaning m′ (m 6= m′). So, m′ blocks m, mak-

ing m ineffable. Uninterpretability occurs when the interpretation-based winner

m for the form f has a different form f′ in production-based optimization. See

section 4 for a more detailed discussion and illustration.

Strong ot offers a treatment of synonymy blocking, a phenomenon which

remains unaccounted for in (unidirectional) interpretation ot. Suppose that we

are analyzing two forms f1 and f2 which are semantically equivalent and that we

have some meaning m1 that is optimal for both forms. In Interpretation ot the

two forms would not belong to the same candidate set and thus would both be

grammatical. In the Strong ot model, f2, even if optimal in the interpretation-

based optimization, may be blocked by the more economical alternative form f1.

Hence, the form-meaning pair 〈f2, m1〉 is removed from the set of the language

generated by the Strong ot system. We can illustrate this by the following

picture:
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production

F M

f1: “cheaper” • • m1: cheaper’

f2: “more cheap” •

interpretation

F M

f1: “cheaper” • • m1: cheaper’

f2: “more cheap” •

strong

= prod.
⋂

int.

F M

f1: “cheaper” • • m1: cheaper’

f2: “more cheap” •

Strong ot also opens up a simple way of modeling blocking of meaning, a phe-

nomenon which is unaccounted for under unidirectional production ot. Consider

the Marathi example from section 2 repeated in (6) below.

(6) Tomi mhanat hota [ki Suej ni swataahlaa∗i/j maarle]. [Marathi]

Tom said that Sue erg anaphor-acc hit

‘Tom said that Sue hit herself/*him.’
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Example (6) has the form [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor ... ]], in which A and B are

potential antecedents for the anaphor and δ is the domain in which the anaphor

must have an antecedent (the minimal finite clause that contains the anaphor).

Parsing this sentence will result in two classes of analyses: one in which the bind-

ing relation is local (i.e., anaphor = j) and one in which the binding relation is

non-local (i.e., anaphor = i). In production-based optimization, the two interpre-

tations do not compete with each other and thus the sentence is grammatical for

both interpretations. In interpretation-based optimization, the former interpre-

tation is preferred to the latter interpretation by a locality constraint on binding.

As a result, anaphora resolution outside the clause is blocked by local anaphora

resolution and hence removed from the set of interpretations generated by the

Strong ot system. Taking together the two directions of optimization, we cor-

rectly predict not only that (6) is interpreted as say(Tom,hit(Sue,Sue)), but that

it is the preferred way of expressing this meaning:
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production

F M

[Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor ... ]] • • m1: anaphor = j

• m2: anaphor = i

interpretation

F M

[Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor ... ]] • • m1: anaphor = j

• m2: anaphor = i

strong

= prod.
⋂

int.

F M

[Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor ... ]] • • m1: anaphor = j

• m2: anaphor = i

Strong ot also provides a solution to the problem of freezing: Lee (2001)

presents an ot treatment of word order freezing based on such a bidirectional op-

timization. 8 As discussed in section 2, Korean (non-agentive) psychological verbs

take two arguments bearing nominative case. For these verbs, object-subject or-

der is not possible (without very strong contextual licensing):
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(7) Mary-ka tokile kyosa-ka philyoha-ta. [Korean]

Mary-nom German teacher-nom need-decl

(i) ‘Mary needs a German teacher.’

(ii) *‘The/a German teacher needs Mary.’

If the order of the two nominative arguments in (7) is switched as in (8), the

interpretation is switched too:

(8) Tokile kyosa-ka Mary-ka philyoha-ta. [Korean]

German teacher-nom Mary-nom need-decl

(i) ‘The/a German teacher needs Mary.’

(ii) *‘Mary needs a German teacher.’

In contrast, the argument NPs of canonical transitive verbs can appear in either

order preceding the verb, and change in their order does not change the basic

meaning of the sentence:

(9) a. Mary-ka nonmwun-ul sse-ss-ta. [Korean]

Mary-nom paper-acc wrote-pst-decl

‘Mary wrote a paper.’

b. nonmwun-ul Mary-ka sse-ss-ta.

Lee (2001) assumes two conflicting constraints on word order first proposed by

Choi (1999); a canonical word order constraint (10a) and a discourse-based word

order constraint(10b):

(10) a. SO: Subject precedes object.

b. Topic: Topic precedes non-topic.
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The ranking Topic � SO ensures that object-subject order is optimal, if the ob-

ject is marked [+topic] in the input. When it is not marked [+topic], however,

the Topic constraint is vacuously satisfied and the lower-ranked SO constraint

becomes active, favoring subject-object order over object-subject order.9

What does bidirectional optimization predict for sentences like (9)? In Strong

ot the two surface forms that correspond to winners of different production op-

timizations are evaluated in comprehension optimization. As illustrated in the

diagram below, both forms (‘X-nom Y-acc pred’ and ‘Y-acc X-nom pred’) are

interpreted as having the same underlying structure, a structure corresponding

to the original input to production. Any alternative interpretation, for exam-

ple a candidate which interprets an accusative NP as an agent, would violate

higher-ranked faithfulness constraints on case interpretation and case marked-

ness constraints, and hence is eliminated from the competition.
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production

F M

X-nom Y-acc pred • • pred’(X’,Y’)

Y-acc X-nom pred •

Y-nom X-acc pred • • pred’(Y’,X’)

X-acc Y-nom pred •

interpretation

F M

X-nom Y-acc pred • • pred’(X’,Y’)

Y-acc X-nom pred •

Y-nom X-acc pred • • pred’(Y’,X’)

X-acc Y-nom pred •

strong

= prod.
⋂

int.

F M

X-nom Y-acc pred • • pred’(X’,Y’)

Y-acc X-nom pred •

Y-nom X-acc pred • • pred’(Y’,X’)

X-acc Y-nom pred •

However, applying optimization in both directions produces rather surprising

results for sentences with arguments that are identically case-marked. For such

cases, high-ranking faithfulness constraints on case interpretation and marked-
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ness constraints penalizing marked grammatical function/case associations are

inapplicable (hence inactive) and low-ranking constraints that prefer canonical

word order become decisive. The result is the subject-object interpretation of

potentially ambiguous strings. The marked object-subject interpretation is elim-

inated not because it violates high-ranking faithfulness constraints but because

it violates low-ranking alignment constraints. We can illustrate this graphically

as follows:
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production

F M

X-nom Y-nom pred • • pred’(X’,Y’)

Y-nom X-nom pred • • pred’(Y’,X’)

interpretation

F M

X-nom Y-nom pred • • pred’(X’,Y’)

Y-nom X-nom pred • • pred’(Y’,X’)

strong

= prod.
⋂

int.

F M

X-nom Y-nom pred • • pred’(X’,Y’)

Y-nom X-nom pred • • pred’(Y’,X’)

Lee (2001) thus argues that if we define grammaticality in terms of bidi-

rectional optimization, word order freezing within particular languages can be

accounted for as an ‘emergence of the unmarked’ (McCarthy and Prince 1994)

in interpretation-based optimization, based on the same set of constraints that

characterize cross-linguistic variation in case patterns and word order.
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In sum, Strong ot offers a unified approach to the problems of ineffability,

uninterpretability, total blocking and freezing. However, Strong ot does not help

with ambiguity and optionality. Since the set of Strong ot meaning-form pairs

is a subset of those provided by naive interpretation for a given constraint set,

Strong ot deals with ambiguity as badly as naive interpretation does. And since

the set of Strong ot meaning-form pairs is a subset of those provided by naive

production, it does not account for optionality either.

A related problem of Strong ot, pointed out by Blutner (2001), is that the

blocking effect is so strict. For example, strong ot predicts that “cause to die”,

since it is blocked by the lexicalized “kill”, should be uninterpretable. But in

fact it is only partially blocked, and comes to have an application in situations

where “kill” would be deemed inappropriate. We now turn to Blutner’s proposed

solution to this problem.

4 Weak Bidirectional Optimization

Blutner’s weak notion of optimality, which we refer to simply as Weak ot, is

an iterated variant of Strong ot that produces partial blocking instead of strict

blocking. In Weak ot, sub-optimal candidates in a strong bidirectional competi-

tion can become winners in a second or later round of optimization. As we will

see, in Weak ot, everyone is a winner.

Strong ot picks out a set of form-meaning pairs such that none of them is

beaten by any form-meaning pair in gen in either direction of optimization. Weak

ot picks out a larger set of form-meaning pairs such that no member of that set

beats any other member of the set in either direction of optimization. Thus some
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of the Weak ot optimal pairs may be beaten by other pairs in gen. One may say

that some Weakly optimal pairs are sub-optimal. Crucially, these sub-optimal

optimal pairs can only be beaten by form-meaning pairs that are themselves

blocked. For example, the pair 〈“cutter”, non-canonical cutting implement〉 could

be weakly optimal, even though it might be beaten by the pair 〈“cutter”, knife〉

in a full competition amongst pairs in gen. But this is only possible if the latter

pair is itself blocked, e.g. beaten by the pair 〈“knife”, knife〉.

The formal definition of optimality in Weak ot runs along similar lines to the

Strong ot definition, but is recursive:

(11) 〈f, m〉 is weak ot optimal iff

a. 〈f, m〉 ∈ gen,

b. there is no Weak ot optimal 〈f′, m〉 ∈ gen such that 〈f′, m〉 � 〈f, m〉,

and

c. there is no Weak ot optimal 〈f, m′〉 ∈ gen such that 〈f, m′〉 � 〈f, m〉.

The application of Weak ot, described formally by Blutner (2001), Blutner

and Jäger (1999) and Jäger and Blutner (2000), can be thought of as involving

repeated pruning and grafting of links between forms and meanings. We illus-

trate the Weak ot pruning and grafting cycle using the example of lexical and

periphrastic causatives “kill”/“cause to die” which we assume are matched on the

meaning side by two possible interpretations, direct causation (canonical killing)

and indirect causation (non-canonical killing). The following three diagrams,

illustrate three phases of weak optimization. In the first diagram, all the unidi-

rectionally optimal links are shown. In addition to the optimal links, two links
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are shown with dashed lines. Both of these links are unidirectionally sub-optimal

at this stage, beaten by other candidates.

phase 1 — naive interpretation and production:

F M

“kill” • • direct causation

“cause to die” • • indirect causation

In phase 2 of Weak optimization, two unidirectionally optimal links are blocked,

leaving a single bidirectionally optimal link, that between the form “kill” and the

meaning corresponding to direct causation.

phase 2 — pruning:

F M

“kill” • • direct causation

/ \

“cause to die” • • indirect causation

Now we graft the originally sub-optimal links between “cause to die” and

the indirect causation meaning back into the picture, since the candidates which

originally beat them have been removed by blocking. This gives us two bidirec-

tionally optimal links. In the resulting happy picture, all the candidate meanings

are uniquely expressible and all the candidate forms are uniquely interpretable:
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phase 3 — grafting:

F M

“kill” • • direct causation

“cause to die” • • indirect causation

Blutner (2001) argues that Weak ot captures the essence of the pragmatic gen-

eralization that “unmarked forms tend to be used for unmarked situations and

marked forms for marked situations” (Horn 1984:26; see also Levinson 2000:136).

The concept also seems useful for deriving various alignment scales that are widely

used in ot syntax work (e.g., Aissen 1999), suggesting an interesting connection

to (psychologically inspired) prototype theory. But there is a dark side to Weak

ot.

First, note that Weak ot does not help with ambiguity and optionality.10

Weak bidirectionality would predict (i) that for a form f, only one meaning is

available if one of the meanings in pairs 〈f, m1〉 and 〈f, m2〉 incurs a more serious

constraint violation and (ii) that of two forms that are semantically equivalent,

only one form is grammatical if one of the forms in 〈f1, m〉 and 〈f2, m〉 involves a

more serious constraint violation. The grafting stage of Weak ot can add links to

make an ineffable meaning expressible, or to give meaning to an uninterpretable

form. But it cannot add new ways to express a meaning that is already express-

ible, or add meanings to a form that is already interpretable. So we are stuck

with just the same ability to deal with ambiguity and optionality that we had in

Strong ot, i.e. probably not enough.
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Besides this problem of undergeneration, Weak ot suffers from a more serious

problem of overgeneration. Specifically, the process of adding extra links will

eventually provide links for every form (if there are at least as many forms as

meanings), or every meaning (if there are at least as many meanings as forms).

This poses an empirical problem for uninterpretability and ineffability, and indeed

also for the blocking phenomena which Weak ot was designed to account for.

The problem of overgeneration becomes intuitively clear when we apply weak

bidirectionality to cases involving a fair number of form and meaning alternatives.

A good example is the case pattern and relatively free word order in Korean,

modeled within OT by Lee (2001, to appear).

In canonical transitives, the case pattern in Korean is nominative-accusative,

as seen in the examples in (9) above. The order of nominal arguments of the

verb is relatively flexible, except for a strong verb-final restriction. However, as

mentioned in section 2, word order in this language is not random. Rather, the

varied word orders are motivated by discourse and semantic factors.

Lee (2001, to appear) models the case pattern and word order variation in

Korean, assuming competing sets of case markedness constraints and alignment

constraints. For our purpose here, it suffices to consider the following five con-

straints, ranked in the order shown in (12):

(12) a. *Subj/acc: Subject is not in the accusative case.

b. Head-R: Head aligns right in its projection (e.g., VP) (Grimshaw 1997).

c. SO: Subject precedes object (Choi 1999).

d. *Subjnew: Subject is not discourse-new information.
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e. *Objgiven: Object is not given information.

We now consider how a plausible set of forms and meanings, shown in (13),

are evaluated with respect to the constraints in (12) in Weak ot. The six forms

differ in argument-case association and the surface order of the head and argument

NPs; the five meanings differ in argument-function association and the givenness

of arguments.11

(13)

forms meanings

f1: X-nom Y-acc V m1: pred’(X’,Y’), X=Sgiven, Y=Ogiven

f2: X-acc Y-nom V m2: pred’(X’,Y’), X=Ogiven, Y=Sgiven

f3: X-acc Y-acc V m3: pred’(X’,Y’), X=Onew, Y=Sgiven

f4: X-nom V Y-acc m4: pred’(X’,Y’), X=Snew, Y=Onew

f5: X-acc V Y-nom m5: pred’(X’,Y’), X=Onew, Y=Snew

f6: X-acc V Y-acc

Of 30 possible pairs of forms and meanings in (13), we will consider just the

evaluation of 12 pairs in the tableaux that follow. They are shown in Tableau 1.

Candidates labeled with the same alphabetical letter share the same meaning and

differ only in positioning of the verb. (• indicates a candidate blocked by another

candidate with the same form and ◦, a candidate blocked by another candidate

with the same meaning; ✌ marks a bidirectionally optimal form-meaning pair.)

Due to bidirectional optimization, the evaluation procedure is somewhat different

from standard ot: checking whether a form-meaning pair is optimal requires si-

multaneous evaluations of form alternatives and meaning alternatives. Tableau 1

corresponds loosely to phase 1 of the treatment of “kill”/“cause to die” above,

showing which candidates are superior in both comprehension and production.
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Candidate (a), with the given nominative subject and the given accusative object,

emerges immediately as a bidirectionally optimal form-meaning pair.

(14) Tableau 1. 1st round of optimization (Weak ot)

*S
u
b
j/

a
c
c

H
e
a
d
-R

S
O

*S
u
b
jn

ew
,

*O
b
jg

iv
en

✌ a. S/nomgiven
1 O/accgiven

2 V (〈f1, m1〉) *

b. O/accgiven
1 S/nomgiven

2 V (〈f2, m2〉) * *

c. O/accgiven
2 S/nomgiven

1 V (〈f2, m1〉) * *

d. S/nomnew
2 O/accgiven

1 V • (〈f1, m3〉) * *

e. S/accnew
1 O/accnew

2 V (〈f3, m4〉) * *

f. S/accnew
2 O/accnew

1 V (〈f3, m5〉) * *

a′. S/nomgiven
1 V O/accgiven

2 ◦ (〈f4, m1〉) * *

b′. O/accgiven
1 V S/nomgiven

2 (〈f5, m2〉) * * *

c′. O/accgiven
2 V S/nomgiven

1 (〈f5, m1〉) * * *

d′. S/nomnew
2 V O/accgiven

1 (〈f4, m3〉) * * *

e′. S/accnew
1 V O/accnew

2 (〈f6, m4〉) * * *

f′. S/accnew
2 V O/accnew

1 (〈f6, m5〉) * * *

In the Strong bidirectional model, we would already be finished. But in Weak

ot, we have to consider the next best candidates in competitions that do not

involve links blocked by the bidirectionally optimal candidate (candidate (a)).

Recall that under weak bidirectionality the structures that compete in production-

based optimization are constrained by the outcomes of interpretation-based op-

timization and vice versa. Hence candidates (d) and (a′), which lose out to

candidate (a) in either direction, are not contained in the candidate set for fur-
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ther optimization procedures. Furthermore, we remove the winning candidate (a)

from the tableau: it should not be compared directly with any of the remaining

candidate pairs, since it has neither the same form nor the same meaning as any

of them. Hence we arrive at the tableau in (15). As can be seen, candidate (b),

in which the given accusative object precedes the given nominative subject, is se-

lected as a winner, though it could not win under Strong ot. This is a desirable

result, as this candidate, even if it violates the canonical word order requirement,

is clearly a grammatical option for Korean.
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(15) Tableau 2. 2nd round of optimization (Weak ot)

*S
u
b
j/

a
c
c

H
e
a
d
-R

S
O

*S
u
b
jn

ew
,

*O
b
jg

iv
en

✌ b. O/accgiven
1 S/nomgiven

2 V (〈f2, m2〉) * *

c. O/accgiven
2 S/nomgiven

1 V (〈f2, m1〉) • * *

e. S/accnew
1 O/accnew

2 V (〈f3, m4〉) * *

f. S/accnew
2 O/accnew

1 V (〈f3, m5〉) * *

b′. O/accgiven
1 V S/nomgiven

2 (〈f5, m2〉) ◦ * * *

c′. O/accgiven
2 V S/nomgiven

1 (〈f5, m1〉) ◦ * * *

d′. S/nomnew
2 V O/accgiven

1 (〈f4, m3〉) * * *

e′. S/accnew
1 V O/accnew

2 (〈f6, m4〉) * * *

f′. S/accnew
2 V O/accnew

1 (〈f6, m5〉) * * *

However, the process of recursion continues, and produces unintuitive conse-

quences. Tableaux 3, 4 and 5 below show what happens when we consider next

best candidates, even though we already found the best two. What we find is that

there are many candidates generated by the Weak ot system that are not gram-

matical in the language modeled: none of the winners in Tableaux 3, 4 and 5 are

acceptable. This shows that the present form of Weak ot is highly problematic

as a model of synchronic linguistic competence.

(16) Tableau 3. 3rd round of optimization (Weak ot)
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*S
u
b
j/

a
c
c

H
e
a
d
-R

S
O

*S
u
b
jn

ew
,

*O
b
jg

iv
en

e. S/accnew
1 O/accnew

2 V (〈f3, m4〉) * *

f. S/accnew
2 O/accnew

1 V (〈f3, m5〉) * *

✌ d′. S/nomnew
2 V O/accgiven

1 (〈f4, m3〉) * * *

e′. S/accnew
1 V O/accnew

2 (〈f6, m4〉) * * *

f′. S/accnew
2 V O/accnew

1 (〈f6, m5〉) * * *

(17) Tableau 4. 4th round of optimization (Weak ot)

*S
u
b
j/

a
c
c

H
e
a
d
-R

S
O

*S
u
b
jn

ew
,

*O
b
jg

iv
en

✌ e. S/accnew
1 O/accnew

2 V (〈f3, m4〉) * *

✌ f. S/accnew
2 O/accnew

1 V (〈f3, m5〉) * *

e′. S/accnew
1 V O/accnew

2 ◦ (〈f6, m4〉) * * *

f′. S/accnew
2 V O/accnew

1 ◦ (〈f6, m5〉) * * *

(18) Tableau 5. 5th round of optimization (Weak ot)

*S
u
b
j/

a
c
c

H
e
a
d
-R

S
O

*S
u
b
jn

ew
,

*O
b
jg

iv
en

✌ g′. ... (V O S?)

h′. ...

The problem of overgeneration just mentioned obviously affects accounts of

phenomena other than Korean word-order freezing. Before closing this section,

we discuss its significance for ineffability.
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There have been several proposals within standard ot to deal with cases of in-

effability. Among these proposals are reference to null parses (Prince and Smolen-

sky 1993), the assumption of LF-unfaithful candidates (Legendre, Smolensky and

Wilson 1998), and the postulation of the lexical control component that is im-

posed on the optimal candidates computed by eval (Orgun and Sprouse 1999).

The addition of the control component may be called for independently to deal

with cases of ineffability which arise from the absence of certain lexical items,12

whereas the former two amendments of standard ot have been criticized as highly

problematic from linguistic and learnability points of view (e.g., Kuhn 2001).

Smolensky, in unpublished work Smolensky (1998), has proposed a solution

to language-particular ineffability, based on bidirectional optimization. What we

will show is that even though a bidirectional approach may be merited, Weak ot

does not fit the bill.

Recall the discussion of multiple wh-questions in Italian, illustrated in (1):

while English has single clause multiple-wh questions, Italian does not. This is be-

cause in Italian, a markedness constraint that is violated by multiple wh-questions

in a single clause (Legendre, Smolensky and Wilson call this *Absorb) is ranked

higher than a faithfulness constraint to the wh-feature in the input (Parse(wh)).

According to the analysis of Legendre, Smolensky and Wilson (1998), English re-

solves the conflict at the cost of violating the markedness constraint. Another

option for resolving the conflict is by adjoining both wh-phrases in [Spec, CP],

as Bulgarian does. However, this option is unavailable in Italian and violates

another markedness constraint *Adjoin, which also dominates Parse(wh) in

Italian.13
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Let us now look at what is predicted by Weak bidirectional optimization.

Here, we will just go through a simplified analysis to illustrate the general effects

of Weak ot; the table in (19) shows some sample forms and meanings that are

relevant to our discussion:

(19)

forms meanings

f1: who ate what m1: ?xyate(x, y)

f2: who ate something m2: ?x∃yate(x, y)

f3: who what ate m3: ?xate(x, y)

f4: who ate m4: ?xate(x, y), y = familiar

The bidirectional competition for possible form-meaning pairs is shown in

Tableau 6. With the ranking in (20), candidate (b2) is correctly predicted to be

the winner in Italian; candidate (b3) is selected also as the winner, but the small

set of constraints we use here does not differentiate it from (b2):

(20) Ranking for Italian: *[wh wh], *Adjoin � Parse(wh) � Mark-Fam14

� Parse

(21) Tableau 6. Multiple wh-questions in Italian (Weak ot)
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*[
w

h
w

h
],

*A
d
jo

in

P
a
r
se

(w
h
)

F
a
m
-D

e
f

P
a
r
se

a1. 〈who ate what, ?xyate(x, y)〉 *

b1. 〈who ate something, ?xyate(x, y)〉 • *

c1. 〈who what ate, ?xyate(x, y)〉 *

d1. 〈who ate, ?xyate(x, y)〉 * *

a2. 〈who ate what, ?x∃yate(x, y)〉 ◦ *

✌ b2. 〈who ate something, ?x∃yate(x, y)〉

c2. 〈who what ate, ?x∃yate(x, y)〉 ◦ *

d2. 〈who ate, ?x∃yate(x, y)〉 ◦ *

a3. 〈who ate what, ?xate(x, y)〉 ◦ *

✌ b3. 〈who ate something, ?xate(x, y)〉

c3. 〈who what ate, ?xate(x, y)〉 ◦ *

d3. 〈who ate, ?xate(x, y)〉 ◦ *

a4. 〈who ate what, ?xate(x, y), y = familiar〉 * *

b4. 〈who ate something, ?xate(x, y), y = familiar〉 • *

c4. 〈who what ate, ?xate(x, y), y = familiar〉 * *

d4. 〈who ate, ?xate(x, y), y = familiar〉 * *

After the bidirectionally optimal candidates (b2) and (b3) have been removed

from the candidate sets, candidate (d4), which could not win in the first round

of optimization, becomes the winner:

(22) Tableau 7. Multiple wh-questions in Italian (Weak ot)
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*[
w

h
w

h
],

*A
d
jo

in

P
a
r
se

(w
h
)

D
e
f
-F

a
m

P
a
r
se

a1. 〈who ate what, ?xyate(x, y)〉 *

c1. 〈who what ate, ?xyate(x, y)〉 *

d1. 〈who ate, ?xyate(x, y)〉 • * *

a4. 〈who ate what, ?xyate(x, y), y = familiar〉 ◦ * *

c4. 〈who what ate, ?xyate(x, y), y = familiar〉 ◦ * *

✌ d4. 〈who ate, ?xyate(x, y), y = familiar〉 ◦ * *

The third competition certainly does not give us the correct result for Italian.

As Tableau 8 shows, it predicts that multiple wh-questions (f1 and f3) are the

optimal expression for the multiple wh-input ?xyate(x, y), and ?xyate(x, y) is the

optimal meaning for the relevant multiple wh-question. For Italian, these are

unwelcome predictions.

(23) Tableau 8. Multiple wh-questions in Italian (Weak ot)

*[
w

h
w

h
]

*A
d
jo

in

P
a
r
se

(w
h
)

F
a
m
-D

e
f

P
a
r
se

✌ a1. 〈who ate what, ?xyate(x, y)〉 *

✌ c1. 〈who what ate, ?xyate(x, y)〉 *

It is not hard to see that ineffability is predicted by Weak ot only if all possible

realizations for an input representation are optimal for some other meanings. As

Kuhn (2001) points out, however, this does not give us the correct result for
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Italian, because all strings, including Che ha mangiato che cuesta, are predicted

to be grammatical for some other meanings. Furthermore, Weak ot does not

predict any difference between Italian and English: candidates (a1) and (b2) are

predicted to be grammatical in both Italian and English under different rankings.

Although we will not provide detailed analyses, it should be obvious that these

same over-generation problems would affect the Weak ot analysis of total block-

ing. While in the first phase of optimization the successful Strong ot predictions

appear to be reproduced, in latter stages peculiar new form-meaning pairs will

emerge as winners. Provided the set of candidate meanings is large, Weak ot

never predicts total blocking: all blocking is partial. So “writed”, for example,

would presumably be the correct expression of some meaning in Strong ot.

There remains one chink of light for Weak ot: word order freezing is still

predicted, as in Strong ot, and so, for example, a Korean double nominative

construction is predicted to have only a subject-object interpretation. Consider in

the abstract the two forms X-nom Y-nom pred and Y-nom X-nom pred: both of

these forms will be paired with meanings in the first phase of Weak optimization,

so neither will enter into later competitions, and neither will become associated

with incorrect argument mappings.

5 Interpretability as a constraint on production

In this and the following section we consider asymmetric models of bidirectional

ot in which interpretation and production optimizations are understood to be

applied in sequence, such that the first optimization affects the candidate set for

the second.
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Wilson (2001) discusses a model in which interpretation precedes production.15

We refer to this as Asymmetric ot (I(nterpretation)P(roduction)).16 In more

detail, the idea of Asymmetric ot (IP) is as follows: (i) Interpretation: Given

any form-meaning pair 〈f, m〉, find the most harmonic semantic interpretation

of f. (ii) Production: Given input meaning m, take as candidate outputs the

set of forms f such that 〈f, m〉 is optimal in stage one, and perform standard

ot production optimization with this restricted candidate set. Note that the set

of optimal form-meaning pairs in production is a subset of the optimal form-

meaning pairs in interpretation. The set of meanings which are in some optimal

pair is the same in interpretation and production, although the number of forms

would, for constraint sets which are of interest, be smaller in production than in

comprehension. It is the reduced set of forms in production, those which result

from the two stage process, which are to be considered grammatical, even though

there are others which are interpretable.

Wilson (2001) uses this version of ot to model certain cases of partial block-

ing. In what follows we briefly review the Asymmetric ot (IP) treatment of

partial blocking involving relativized minimality (see example (6)) and referential

economy in anaphor binding. An example of a referential economy effect is pro-

vided by the following contrast between the Icelandic third-person pronoun hann

and the anaphor sig:

(24) Referential economy in Icelandic (Maling 1984: 212)

a. Haralduri skipa∂−i mér a∂− raka *hanni/sigi.

Harold ordered me to shave him/anaphor

‘Harold ordered me to shave him.’
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b. Jóni veit a∂− Maŕıa elskar hanni/*sigi.

Jon knows that Maria loves him/anaphor

‘Jon knows that Maria loves him.’

In (24a), the matrix subject Haraldur can grammatically bind the anaphor but

not the pronoun. In (24b), in contrast, the pronoun is grammatical.

According to Wilson, contrasts like the one in (24) follow from an interaction

of two constraints: the Local Antecedent constraint (25a), which is a locality

requirement on anaphor binding, and the Referential Economy constraint

(25b), which requires a bound element to be an anaphor:

(25) a. Local Antecedent: If a syntactic domain of type δ contains an

anaphor α, then it also contains an antecedent for α.

b. Referential Economy: An argument does not have any lexical agree-

ment feature specifications.

The ranking that Wilson assumes for partial blocking in anaphor binding is:

(26) Local Antecedent � Referential Economy

The main effects of these constraints in anaphor binding are as follows. When

a binding relation is sufficiently local (e.g., as in (24a), when it crosses only the

boundary of an infinitival clause), an anaphor need not be bound within the

infinitival clause that contains it. In such a case, the anaphor, by virtue of being

lexically devoid of certain agreement features,17 is preferred to the pronoun by

referential economy. But when the binding relation is nonlocal, as in (24b), the

anaphor is excluded by Local Antecedent and the bound element must be
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realized as a pronoun. However, unidirectional production would predict that

the nonlocal bound-variable interpretation is always expressed with an anaphor,

since it is less marked than a pronoun in terms of referential economy.

Strong ot suffers from the same problem of strict blocking. The following

tableaux will be useful for contrasting the Strong ot analysis and the Asymmetric

ot (IP) treatment of the anaphora data above (to be discussed shortly) more

clearly. Consider first the tableaux in (27) and (28), which illustrate interpretation

optimizations based on two forms containing bound elements (an anaphor (f1)

and a pronoun (f2)). There are two potential antecedents one within the minimal

finite clause, here labeled δ and one outside that clause. The two candidates

we consider are the local binding interpretation (m1) and the nonlocal binding

interpretation (m2).

For the interpretation optimization in Tableau 9, Referential Economy has

no effect, since both candidates contain a bound anaphor. Thus, Local An-

tecedent gives us candidate (a) as the winner.

(27) Tableau 9. Interpretation I (Strong ot)

Input: [A [δ B ... anaphor]] (f1) R
e
f
e
r
e
n
t
ia

l

E
c
o
n
o
m
y

L
o
c
a
l

A
n
t
e
c
e
d
e
n
t

☞ a. [A i[δ Bj ... anaphorj]] (〈f1, m1〉)

b. [A i[δ Bj ... anaphori]] (〈f1, m2〉) *

In the interpretation optimization with the string containing a pronoun as

the input, both candidates have the same constraint profile for Referential
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Economy and Local Antecedent, so both are selected as winners:

(28) Tableau 10. Interpretation II (Strong ot)

Input: [A [δ B ... pronoun]] (f2) R
e
f
e
r
e
n
t
ia

l

E
c
o
n
o
m
y

L
o
c
a
l

A
n
t
e
c
e
d
e
n
t

☞ a. [A i[δ Bj ... pronounj]] (〈f2, m1〉) *

☞ b. [A i[δ Bj ... pronouni]] (〈f2, m2〉) *

In production optimizations based on m1 and m2, on the other hand, due to

the higher-ranking constraint Referential Economy, the same candidate (a)

wins for both inputs:

(29) Tableau 11. Production I (Strong ot)

Input: local binding (m1) R
e
f
e
r
e
n
t
ia

l

E
c
o
n
o
m
y

L
o
c
a
l

A
n
t
e
c
e
d
e
n
t

☞ a. [A i[δ Bj ... anaphorj]] (〈f1, m1〉)

b. [A i[δ Bj ... pronouni]] (〈f2, m1〉) *

(30) Tableau 12. Production II (Strong ot)
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Input: nonlocal binding (m2) R
e
f
e
r
e
n
t
ia

l

E
c
o
n
o
m
y

L
o
c
a
l

A
n
t
e
c
e
d
e
n
t

☞ a. [A i[δ Bj ... anaphori]] (〈f1, m2〉) *

b. [A i[δ Bj ... pronouni]] (〈f2, m2〉) *

Thus Strong ot produces only one bidirectionally optimal form-meaning pair,

i.e., 〈f1, m1〉, failing to predict partial blocking.

Wilson (2001) offers an Asymmetric ot (IP) account of these facts that over-

comes these problems. Crucially, in Wilson’s model, interpretation optimization

applies first to limit the candidate set for the second, production optimization. To

see how the analysis works, compare the tableaux in (29) and (30) with the ones

in (31) and (32) below, which correspond to the second stage of optimization in

Asymmetric ot (IP).18 As we noted above, in the Strong ot model, the results of

optimization under one direction does not affect which candidates compete under

the other direction because the candidate set of both directions of optimization

is defined independently. Consequently, all the four form-meaning pairs in the

above interpretation tableaux compete under the production optimization also.

But in Asymmetric ot (IP), only winning candidates in interpretation enter into

the production optimization.

For the anaphora data under discussion here, the consequence of this is as

follows: since m2 loses in the interpretation tableau with input f1 (Tableau 9),

the production competition with m2 as input no longer includes the candidate

f1. That is, the original production tableau which took m2 as input (Tableau

12) must be replaced by Tableau 14, which does not include candidate (a). As
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a result, candidate (b) wins trivially, and m2 is predicted to be realized as f2.

Meanwhile, the production tableau for meaning m1 (Tableau 11) is unaffected, so

m1 is still realized as f1:

(31) Tableau 13. Production I (Asymmetric ot (IP))

Input: local binding (m1) R
e
f
e
r
e
n
t
ia

l

E
c
o
n
o
m
y

L
o
c
a
l

A
n
t
e
c
e
d
e
n
t

☞ a. [A i[δ Bj ... anaphorj]] (〈f1, m1〉)

b. [A i[δ Bj ... pronouni]] (〈f2, m1〉) *

(32) Tableau 14. Production II (Asymmetric ot (IP))

Input: nonlocal binding (m2) R
e
f
e
r
e
n
t
ia

l

E
c
o
n
o
m
y

L
o
c
a
l

A
n
t
e
c
e
d
e
n
t

☞ b. [A i[δ Bj ... pronouni]] (〈f2, m2〉) *

The process Wilson describes is pictured in the following diagram, where can-

didates are marked using “◦” for those competitions where they are not partici-

pants:
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interpretation

F M

f1: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor]] • • m1: local binding

f2: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... pronoun]] • • m2: nonlocal binding

production m1

F M

f1: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor]] • • m1: local binding

f2: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... pronoun]] • ◦ m2: nonlocal binding

production m2

F M

f1: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor]] ◦ ◦ m1: local binding

f2: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... pronoun]] • • m2: nonlocal binding

asymmetric (IP)

= prod. m1

⋃
prod. m2

F M

f1: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor]] • • m1: local binding

f2: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... pronoun]] • • m2: nonlocal binding
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We may compare Wilson’s successful account of referential economy with the

results that would be obtained in Blutner’s models. Whereas Weak ot, which

deals quite effectively with partial blocking, would successfully predict the Ice-

landic data, Strong ot would be less successful. As the following diagram shows,

under the constraints assumed, Strong ot incorrectly predicts that Icelandic pro-

nouns are uninterpretable in the given configuration, and that there is no way of

expressing nonlocal binding:
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production

F M

f1: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor]] • • m1: local binding

f2: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... pronoun]] • • m2: nonlocal binding

interpretation

F M

f1: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor]] • • m1: local binding

f2: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... pronoun]] • • m2: nonlocal binding

strong

= prod.
⋂

int.

F M

f1: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... anaphor]] • • m1: local binding

f2: [Ai ... [δ Bj ... pronoun]] • • m2: nonlocal binding

So far we have looked at the Asymmetric ot (IP) analysis of partial blocking

in anaphor binding. What of the standard cases of partial blocking we considered

earlier? Can they be modeled in Asymmetric ot (IP)? It is interesting to note

that all cases of partial blocking are subject to two similar kinds of constraints:
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one that favors a less marked form and the other that favors a less marked mean-

ing. In the case of Icelandic anaphor binding, Referential Economy concerns

formal markedness, and Local Antecedent concerns semantic markedness; in

the example of causatives discussed in the previous section, the formal marked-

ness constraint was a preference for short forms, and the semantic markedness

constraint was a preference for the canonical mode of causation.

Yet there is an important difference between the phenomena Wilson models

and the partial blocking cases considered earlier. What distinguishes Wilson’s

anaphora data is that the pair of a marked form and an unmarked meaning

(〈f2, m1〉 in the above tableaux) and the pair of a marked form and a marked

meaning (〈f2, m2〉 in the above tableaux) have the same constraint profile for the

constraint favoring a less marked meaning (see Tableaux 9 and 10 above; see also

Wilson (2001: 496–498) for a detailed discussion). As noted above, the Local

Antecedent constraint, preferring local binding over nonlocal binding, targets

only an anaphor (f1) but not a pronoun (f2). As a result, the pairs 〈f2, m1〉 and

〈f2, m2〉 both survive in interpretation. Now when we come to realize m1, we don’t

choose f2 but instead choose f1. In other words, in production, as illustrated in

Tableaux 13 and 14, the pair 〈f1, m1〉 blocks 〈f2, m1〉, making 〈f2, m2〉 available.

The standard cases of partial blocking differ in that the two pairs 〈marked

form, unmarked meaning〉 and 〈marked form, marked meaning〉 do not have the

same constraint profile. This is illustrated in (33):

(33) Tableau 15. Interpretation
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Input: cause to die E
c
o
n
o
m
y

C
a
n
o
n

☞ a. 〈cause to die, direct causation〉 *

b. 〈cause to die, indirect causation〉 * *

Asymmetric ot (IP) fails to predict the full “division of pragmatic labor”

whereby more marked forms are associated with more marked meanings. The

constraints above yield a preferred interpretation of “cause to die” as involving

canonical direct causation. Therefore, in the production competition with indi-

rectly caused death as input meaning, “cause to die” is not even amongst the

candidate outputs, and cannot be the winner. Presumably the winner would be

some even more periphrastic alternative such as “indirectly cause to die”.

We can see the difference between the two cases, and how they are treated,

graphically. Diagrams (i–v), below, show both production and interpretation

relations. The first two diagrams represent direct applications of naive back-and-

forth ot. the first illustrates standard partial blocking cases yielding marked

meanings for marked forms such as “cutter” and “cause to die”. The second

diagram represents the situation Wilson describes for Icelandic anaphora. The

only difference is an extra arrow from the marked form to the marked meaning

in the second diagram.
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(i)

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

(ii)

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

Diagram (iii) shows the results of applying Weak ot to either the situation in (i)

or that in (ii): the marked form becomes uniquely associated with the marked

meaning in both directions of optimization, while the unmarked form and un-

marked meaning continue to be a bidirectionally optimal pair as they were in the

original cases. Asymmetryic ot (IP) does not achieve the harmonious situation

depicted in (iii) for either of the situations given by (i) and (ii). What it does

achieve is represented in (iv) and (v). Diagram (iv) shows the results of applying

Asymmetric ot (IP) to the Icelandic anaphora case in (ii). here we see that the

division of labor depicted in (iii) is almost achieved, except that there remains

the possibility of interpreting the marked form as the unmarked meaning. This

is a result of the fact that Wilson’s proposal does not innovate above naive back-

and-forth ot as regards interpretation. When Asymmetric ot (IP) is applied to

the classic “cause to die” situation in (i), what results is (v). Wilson’s system

does not succeed in creating any link between the unmarked form and the un-

marked meaning, so we can see that it does not provide a very general model of

partial blocking. In these cases we might better describe what it does as “almost

blocking”.
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(iii)

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

(iv)

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

(v)

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

Asymmetric ot (IP) has an interesting range of strengths and weaknesses.

We have just seen that it produces mixed results with respect to partial blocking.

It does not help with ambiguity and optionality, since it does not provide new

meanings for a form already contained in the set of winners in interpretation,

or provide new ways to express a meaning that is already in the set of winners

in interpretation. It also does not predict uninterpretability, since interpretation

is naive. On the other hand, Wilson’s system can help with total blocking and

freezing. Consider, for example, the two Korean double nominative forms X-nom

Y-nom pred and Y-nom X-nom pred: both of these forms will be paired with the

subject-object interpretation in the first, interpretation stage of optimization. So

the pairs of these forms and the object-subject interpretation will not be included

in the legitimate candidate set for the second, production optimization, and we
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derive the effect of freezing. Ineffability is predicted in some cases. Suppose

a meaning is highly marked, such that no form is interpreted as having that

meaning. In this case Asymmetric ot (IP) predicts that with this form as input,

there will be no output (since there will be no candidates at all in the second stage

of the production optimization). But it is not obvious whether this is sufficient

to account, for example, for the ineffability of multiple questions in Italian.

6 Reproducibility as a constraint on interpreta-

tion

Zeevat (2001), like Wilson (2001), suggests using entirely different architectures

for production and interpretation. What is striking is that Zeevat and Wilson

choose precisely opposite architectures. Wilson keeps the standard unidirectional

ot model of interpretation, but restricts the candidate set for production using

the results of interpretation. Zeevat keeps the standard unidirectional ot model

of production, but restricts the candidate set for interpretation using the results

of production.

Zeevat bases his argument for what we will term Asymmetric ot(PI) in large

part on two phenomena we have been discussing in this paper, ambiguity and

ineffability. As regards ambiguity, we can gloss the idea as follows: since naive

ot production has no problem with ambiguity, we should use the production

architecture as the basis of comprehension, and add further interpretational bells

and whistles only as necessary.

In more detail, Zeevat’s model starts by assuming that production uses a
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standard ot syntax set of constraints that we will term prod. Comprehension

is a more involved two-stage process involving both prod and an additional

set of constraints to select between alternative meanings: we will refer to this

second set as prag. Zeevat’s use of two distinct constraint sets for interpretation

and production amounts to a significant difference from both Wilson’s proposal

and the other bidirectional architectures we have discussed, although Hendriks &

de Hoop (2001) also advocate such a split.

The first stage of comprehension of a form F consists in determining the

set M of meaning inputs which give F as output using the constraints prod.

The second stage consists in using a standard ot semantics form-to-meaning

optimization with the form F as input, except that rather than using gen to give

candidate outputs, the set M is used.

As is the case for Wilson’s model, the form-meaning relation defined for pro-

duction in Zeevat’s proposal is different than that for comprehension. For Zeevat,

the set of form-meaning pairs in comprehension is a subset of those in production.

So a first observation on the proposal is that it predicts the existence of cases of

guaranteed misinterpretation, that is, cases where a given meaning is expressed in

a way that would be understood as having an interpretation other than the orig-

inal meaning. Indeed, the proposal would seem to stand or fall on the existence

of such cases, since without them the grounds for introducing a radical difference

between production and comprehension are weak.

Zeevat does not cite any cases of guaranteed misinterpretation: the data he

gives concerns the form-meaning relationship in the abstract, not differences be-

tween the form-meaning relationship provided by the production component of
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his system and the form-meaning relationship given by the comprehension sys-

tem. In other words, his data involves form-meaning mismatches, like ambiguity

and ineffability, not comprehension-production mismatches involving guaranteed

misinterpretation.

Furthermore, while Zeevat describes the constraint set in prag, he does not

describe prod, so it is hard to be sure what the range of cases is where he

predicts a mismatch between production and comprehension. None the less, we

can exemplify the type of comprehension-production mismatch Zeevat predicts.

The conjunction in (34a) involves two occurrences of an expression presupposing

that there was a mosquito. A natural interpretation would involve only one

mosquito, in which case the discourse might be continued with (34b), but it is

also possible (if strained) to continue the discourse as in (34c), a two mosquito

interpretation.

(34) a. Hanjung realized that there was a mosquito and David realized that

there was a mosquito.

b. The mosquito was hungry.

c. Both mosquitos were hungry.

Although we do not know what constraints are in prod, we can speculate that

(34a) might be generated in either the one mosquito or the two mosquito model.

However, Zeevat postulates a constraint *accommodate in prag, a constraint

which would prevent accommodation of presuppositions when the presuppositions

are already satisfied in the discourse context. In this case, when the interpreter

arrives at the second clause of (34a), a discourse referent for a mosquito has
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already been established, so there is no need to accommodate an extra mosquito

in order to process the presupposition of the second clause. Thus Zeevat predicts

that only the one mosquito interpretation should be available. So this may be a

case where Zeevat predicts guaranteed misinterpretation. A speaker wanting to

express that Hanjung and David have realized that separate mosquitos exist may

optimally report this as in (34a), but in this case will be understood to mean that

Hanjung and David have both developed existential knowledge about the same

mosquito.

As regards (34a), the data is murky, since there is a slight awkwardness to

the continuation in (34c). Our point is not to use this case to attack or defend

Zeevat’s account, but rather to bring out more clearly the type of prediction that

would provide a test for the proposed architecture. Detailed consideration of the

predictions would have to wait until we know more about prod.

As noted, ambiguity is one of the main motivations claimed for Asymmetric

ot (PI): Zeevat analyzes the rat/rad (rat/wheel) problem at length. In interpre-

tation, it is unproblematic for both the meanings rat and wheel to be selected in

the first stage of comprehension (the reverse production stage), and there is no

reason to expect prag to produce any preference between them, so ambiguity is

predicted. However, there is an important class of examples for which Zeevat’s

system incorrectly eliminates ambiguity. The problem is that prag includes a

constraint strength which prefers logically stronger interpretations to weaker

ones, so that Zeevat’s asymmetric model never predicts that one reading of an

ambiguous sentence will entail another.

Consider (35a), which by virtue of a standard quantificational scope ambiguity
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has the two readings in (35b,c).

(35) a. Every child liked one toy,

b. ∀xchild(x) → (∃ytoy(y) ∧ liked(x, y))

c. ∃ytoy(y) ∧ (∀xchild(x) → liked(x, y))

Here (35c) entails (35b), so Asymmetric ot (PI) incorrectly predicts that only

the former is available. Furthermore, note that cases in which one reading entails

another are common. Apart from scope ambiguities, this situation often arises

when one meaning of a polysemous word has a strictly greater extension than

another, as in “finger” (all digits on a hand, or all but the thumb), “gay” (homo-

sexual, or homosexual male), and “New York” (the city or the state containing

the city). Thus Asymmetric ot (PI) would predict that “There are rats in New

York” can only mean that there are rats in New York City (and hence also in the

state), while “There are no rats in New York” can only mean that there are no

rats in the state (and hence none in the city either). We can conclude that while

the architecture Zeevat proposes can succesfully model ambiguity phenomena,

the specific constraints he uses are problematic.19

Another claim of Zeevat’s is that Asymmetric ot (PI) successfully handles

ineffability. However, we find that this claim is not yet fully substantiated. Note

that Zeevat’s claim is based on interpretation. But if ineffability consists in the

existence of meanings which cannot be realized in production, then Zeevat’s model

does not predict any ineffability, since from a production perspective, any meaning

will give some winning form. So an Italian wanting to express the multiple wh-

question ‘Who ate what?” would be predicted to produce some utterance, and
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it is not obvious why this Italian would not imagine he or she had successfully

expressed exactly what he or she intended.

Zeevat’s point, then, is more limited: in his system there may be no Italian

form that would be understood as “Who ate what?” First, consider the infelic-

itous “Che ha mangiato che cuesta?” (“Who ate which thing?”). Zeevat would

analyze this as uninterpretable because the prod constraints prevent any meaning

from being expressed that way. This seems reasonable. So we need to consider

which string would be the output for the input ?xyate(x, y). Zeevat supposes

this to be “Che ha mangioto qualcosa?” (literally, “Who ate something?”). The

question is then why this string is not interpreted as ?xyate(x, y), but instead as

?x∃yate(x, y).

Given the premise that in the first stage of comprehension for the form “Che

ha mangioto qualcosa?” both these meanings are found, selection between them

is left to prag. Zeevat assumes that the crucial constraint will be one he terms

*invent, that will disallow a mismatch between the numbers of question variables

and existentials in the meaning and the numbers of corresponding expressions in

the form.

How could *invent achieve such careful accounting of the differences between

form and meaning? One possibility would be that *invent incorporated many

or all of the constraints in prod, but this would call into question the basic

premise that prod and prag are independent constraint sets with quite different

functions. Zeevat (p.c.) has suggested instead that *invent is defined purely

on meanings, not making any reference to forms. All it is supposed to do is

prefer minimal meanings, e.g. in the sense of requiring less structure in a DRS.
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On this basis, *invent could prevent ‘Che ha mangioto qualcosa?” from being

interpreted as ?xyate(x, y), but only if there was some well-defined sense in which

this meaning was less minimal than the alternative ?x∃yate(x, y). We see no a

priori reason why a meaning with two question variables should be less minimal

than a meaning with one question variable and one existential variable, but this

is perhaps not a major drawback of Zeevat’s proposal. What is clear is that, in

principle, the architecture Zeevat advocates is capable of partially accounting for

cases of ineffability like multiple questions in Italian. We say “partially” because,

as pointed out above, Asymmetric ot (PI) fails to account for why speakers do

not produce forms with the intention of expressing a multiple question: it can

only account for why the forms they produce are misunderstood.

We have looked at the Asymmetric ot (PI) treatment of ambiguity and inef-

fability: what of uninterpretability, optionality, blocking and freezing? As with

all the other accounts we have considered, Zeevat’s proposal has both strengths

and weaknesses.

Regarding optionality, Asymmetric ot (PI) introduces no new insights above

naive production ot: typically there will be a single winning form. Also, with

regard to freezing, Zeevat’s model does not seem to provide a solution. In the

case of Korean psychological verbs, for example, there is nothing to stop produc-

tion of both SOV and OSV word orders. With regard to partial blocking, and by

analogy with Wilson’s system Zeevat’s proposal offers at best a partial solution.

In particular, it is easily verified that Asymmetric ot (PI) makes incorrect pre-

dictions for both “cause to die” type examples and cases with the same structure

as found with Icelandic anaphora. On the other hand, we can easily identify
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the abstract structure of two cases for which Zeevat’s system would successfully

isolate two form-meaning pairs from each other. Diagrams (i) and (ii) show naive

back-and-forth ot structures which under Asymmetric ot (PI) would yield two

bidirectional links, one between f1 and m1, and the other between f2 and m2.

Identifying linguistic phenomena to which these two diagrams correspond might

provide further insight into the significance of Zeevat’s model, but we leave this

task to future research.

(i)

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

(ii)

F M

f1 • • m1

f2 • • m2

Let us briefly consider the option of treating partial blocking and freezing

by combining Zeevat’s model with Blutner’s Strong or Weak optimality. For ex-

ample, we might define Strong Asymmetric ot (PI) as having the form-meaning

relationship defined by the intersection of Zeevat’s production and comprehension

mechanisms. However, we already noted that the set of form-meaning pairs in

Zeevat’s production model is a superset of the form-meaning pairs in his compre-

hension model. So taking the intersection of the two would amount to using the

comprehension model for both comprehension and production. Given the philo-

sophical position taken in Zeevat (2001), and the many arguments he gives for an

asymmetry between comprehension and production, a move to Strong Asymmet-

ric ot (PI) would amount to something of a retreat, even if the result successfully
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modeled freezing. Still, we think it worth noting the possibility of such a model,

as one of many directions that Zeevat’s model may be extended, and one of many

possibilities in the space of bidirectional ot architectures.

Where Asymmetric ot (PI) certainly does have something to offer is with

respect to uninterpretability and total blocking. Regarding uninterpretability,

observe that since the first stage of interpretation is identical to naive production,

there will in general be many strings which are not produced for any meaning

input. All these strings are uninterpretable in Asymmetric ot(PI). For example,

if “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously” is the form, we would first consider the

set of meanings that would generate it. If we allow Chomsky’s premise that

the string is meaningless, we would find no such meaning, and hence the model

correctly predicts uninterpretability (due to complete absence of any candidates

in the final stage of the interpretation competition).

Last, we consider total blocking. It is easy to see that Asymmetric ot(PI) can

model this phenomenon, the analysis being parallel to that of uninterpretability.

Consider a standard case:

F M

“cheaper” f1 • • m1 cheaper’

“more cheap” f2 •

When Asymmetric ot(PI) is applied in the above situation, the interpretation

arrow from “more cheap” to the meaning cheaper’ would be removed. The reason

is that when interpreting “more cheap”, the only candidate meanings considered

are those which would be expressed as “more cheap”. By assumption, the lexical-
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ized “cheaper” is the most harmonic expression of this meaning, so we know that

the meaning is not realized as “more cheap”. If there are no other meanings that

would be realized as “more cheap”, then once again we have a case of an empty

candidate set, and “more cheap” becomes uninterpretable, effectively blocked by

“cheaper”.

7 Conclusions

We have reviewed the predictions of seven different versions of ot with respect

to seven empirical phenomena. Our main conclusions are summarized in the

following table:

Approach A
m

b
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u
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O
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y
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U
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T
ot
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B
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P
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B
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g

F
re

ez
in

g

Naive Production
√ × × √ × × ×

Naive Interpretation × √ √ × × × ×

Back-and-forth × × × × × × ×

Strong × × √ √ √ × √

Weak × × × × × √ √

Asymmetric (IP) × × √ × √ √
?

√

Asymmetric (PI)
√ × √

?
√ √ × ×

In interpreting the table, several caveats should be born in mind. First, we

could have chosen a different set of phenomena to consider. Second, there is

no interesting sense in which the seven phenomena we focused on are of equal
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significance. Third, some may even doubt whether certain of the phenomena con-

stitute real problems linguistically. For example, one might take differing stances

with respect to Chomsky’s view that there are syntactically well-formed strings

that lack an interpretation, and perhaps even doubt the existence of uninter-

pretability. One might say that for any string, given enough time, we could find

a situation where it was appropriate to use that string. Or one might take issue

with synonymy, doubting that two different expressions ever mean exactly the

same thing.

So we accept that there is room for disagreement about how significant each

of the seven phenomena is. Yet we also believe that a strong argument could be

made for not restricting ourselves to grammar architectures that makes descrip-

tion of these phenomena impossible. The table above shows that bidirectional

ot architectures from the literature are too restrictive: there are many patterns

of relation between form and meaning which they cannot describe effectively, re-

gardless of the particular constraints that are used and the ranking between those

constraints. Even the account which (narrowly) fairs best by our criteria, Strong

ot, fails to contribute to our understanding of three of the seven phenomena,

ambiguity, optionality, and partial blocking.

In this paper we have not attempted to present an approach which betters

existing proposals. However, there is no shortage of directions in which these

existing proposals could be developed. Consider first partial blocking. Only

one of the proposals discussed, Weak ot, deals with the classic cases of partial

blocking described in section 2. Yet Weak ot suffers from severe problems, most

notably considerable over-generation. Could a variant of Weak ot maintain the
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analysis of partial blocking without this leading to such great over-generation?

One possibility to consider is the variant of Weak ot discussed by Beaver (to

appear). This variant system performs only one iteration of the Weak ot process,

pruning once and grafting once. As a result it maintains some of the properties

of Weak ot, but lacks Weak ot’s “everyone’s a winner” profligacy.

There are also several approaches that could be combined with the proposals

discussed here so as to account for optionality and ambiguity. Partial ranking of

constraints Anttila & Fong (2001), and stochastic ranking of constraints Boersma

& Hayes (2001); Asudeh (2001); Bresnan & Deo (2001) are techniques that al-

low multiple winners to appear in competitions that might only produce a single

winner using linear constraint ranking. Another issue that is very relevant to

ambiguity and optionality is the role played by context. For example, so-called

optionality of Korean transitive word order can also be seen as context-dependence

of Korean word-order: in specific discourse contexts where one argument is more

prominent than the other, there may be no word-order freedom at all. So it

is natural to move from simple form-meaning or meaning-form optimization to

optimizations that include three parameters: form, meaning and context. This

is exactly what Blutner (2001) proposes, although his main use of context in-

volves presupposition resolution rather than ambiguity resolution or what we

might analogously term optionality resolution — the context-dependent choice of

a particular form from amongst a range of possibilities.

We have shown that existing bidirectional ot systems suffer from serious

problems in their treatment of form-meaning asymmetries. But our paper is

intended in a constructive spirit. We have laid out a set of issues which we hope
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developers of bidirectional approaches will tackle in future research.

Notes

1For a recent discussion of the many aspects of ambiguity and why they con-

stitute a puzzle for linguistics, see Wasow et al. (to appear).

2An occupational therapy web-site (www.otworks.com) reports that: “O.T.

stands for... Occupational Therapy, or Over Time Ol’ Timer Original Thinkers

Overly Timid Old Testament Over Taxed E.T’s sibling.” O.T. is also used to

mean “Off Topic”.

3See Müller (1999) for an overview of approaches to optionality within the

standard ot framework whose constraint set forms a total order.

4English complementizer drop has been analyzed within ot by Grimshaw

(1997) and Baković & Keer (2001).

5Note that the meaning de Hoop (2001) gives to the term unintelligibility

seems, from her examples, to be distinct from our notion of uninterpretability. The

examples de Hoop considers involve utterances which have (only) a contradictory

interpretation, whereas we consider cases in which one cannot determine any

proposition expressed by the utterance.

6We choose “last” in the diagram as an arbitrary highly unmarked adjective,

at least in terms of having higher frequency than any other adjective in the British

National Corpus. If this can be taken to indicate that the meaning is less marked

than other adjectival meanings, then ot grammars might be expected to interpret
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“dolomphious” as having the same meaning as “last”.

7Some discussion of different options of combining two optimization perspec-

tives and the general consequences for the resulting bidirectional models can be

found in Kuhn (2001).

8See also Kuhn (2001) and Vogel (this volume).

9In this way, unidirectional production ot can produce apparent optionality,

based on different inputs. This approach to optionality, which Müller (1999) terms

“the pseudo-optionality approach”, predicts cases of optionality that correlate

with differences in information status but does not produce multiple outputs for

the same input.

10These problems of Weak ot are also discussed by Gärtner, in this volume.

11Though information about argument-function mappings is represented as

part of “meanings” in (13), we do not assume that this information is part of

ot input. Rather association of the arguments in the input to a particular gram-

matical function results from constraint interaction.

12Some discussion of a typology of ineffabilities can be found in Fanselow and

Féry (2002).

13Yet another option which we consider as a candidate for realizing the mul-

tiple wh-question in Italian is the ellided form “Che ha mangiato?” (“Who has

eaten?”). The elliptical form, however, would express the multiple wh-question

only at the cost of violating a faithfulness constraint Parse, which requires input

elements to have an overt correspondent in the output (Grimshaw and Samek-
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Lodocivi (1998)). Clearly, in reality, this cost is too high.

14Mark-Fam requires that familiar objects are realized as definites. This is

a counterpart to the constraint Fam-Def in Beaver (to appear) which requires

that definites should be familiar. Note that Mark-Fam can penalize indefinites,

whereas Fam-Def can only penalize definites.

15Our understanding of Wilson’s model is considerably influenced by recent

unpublished work of Judith Aissen.

16Vogel (this volume) develops a bidirectional ot model in which production-

based optimization is accompanied by a second step that checks the recoverability

of an underlying form. We defer discussion of this model to a later occasion.

17For example, sig is unmarked for gender and number, and hann is a masculine

and singular form.

18Wilson (2001) makes two assumptions regarding representations of inputs and

candidate structures in his analysis. The first is that the input for interpretation

and production is the same and only the candidate set varies. More specifically,

for both optimizations, he assumes a highly abstract input consisting of a surface

string plus an abstract syntactic structure (i.e., LF) and a semantic representa-

tion. In interpretation, the morphosyntactic component of the input is held fixed

across the candidate set; in production, the semantic component is fixed. Second,

Wilson assumes that binding relations are specified in the input semantic repre-

sentation and that in interpretation candidates may diverge from the input with

respect to binding relations. Relativized minimality in interpretation and refer-

ential economy in production then are both accounted for in terms of faithfulness
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violations. In this discussion, we abstract away from details of representational

assumptions that Wilson makes and continue to assume that for interpretation,

the input is a form and the output is a meaning, and for production, the input

is a meaning and the output is a form. As far as we can tell, this does not affect

the overall results of Asymmetric ot (IP).

19Observe that if Asymmetric ot (PI) can model ambiguity, one might expect

by symmetry considerations that Asymmetric ot (IP) would model optionality.

But here the fact that Zeevat uses two distinct constraint sets while Wilson uses

only one comes into play. It is because Zeevat proposes that the set of interpreta-

tion constraints is very limited that his system can model ambiguity. by contrast,

Wilson uses the full constrait set in the second phase of production, and this will

typically weed out all but one candidate. An architecture like that of Asymmetric

ot (IP) would model optionality provided it used only a very limited constraint

set in the second stage of production, and kept the bulk of constraints for the

first stage of production and for interpretation.
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